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We present a tentative constraint on cosmological parameters Ωm and σ8 from a joint analysis of galaxy clustering and galaxy-
galaxy lensing from DESI Legacy Imaging Surveys Data Release 9 (DR9), covering approximately 10000 square degrees and
spanning the redshift range of 0.1 to 0.9. To study the dependence of cosmological parameters on lens redshift, we divide
lens galaxies into seven approximately volume-limited samples, each with an equal width in photometric redshift. To retrieve
the intrinsic projected correlation function wp(rp) from the lens samples, we employ a novel method to account for redshift
uncertainties. Additionally, we measured the galaxy-galaxy lensing signal ∆Σ(rp) for each lens sample, using source galaxies
selected from the shear catalog by applying our Fourier Quad pipeline to DR9 images. We model these observables within
the flat ΛCDM framework, employing the minimal bias model. To ensure the reliability of the minimal bias model, we apply
conservative scale cuts: rp > 8 and 12 h−1Mpc, for wp(rp) and ∆Σ(rp), respectively. Our findings suggest a mild tendency that
S 8 ≡ σ8

√
Ωm/0.3 increases with lens redshift, although this trend is only marginally significant. When we combine low redshift

samples, the value of S 8 is determined to be 0.84 ± 0.02, consistent with the Planck results but significantly higher than the 3×
2pt analysis by 2-5σ. Despite the fact that further refinements in measurements and modeling could improve the accuracy of our
results, the consistency with standard values demonstrates the potential of our method for more precise and accurate cosmology
in the future.
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1 Introduction

The spatial distribution of galaxies contains crucial informa-
tion about the nature of our Universe. Over the past decades,
cosmological models have been constrained from large red-
shift and imaging surveys using a combination of galaxy clus-
tering and galaxy-galaxy lensing [1-6], cosmic shear [7-11],
redshift-space distortions [12-15] and the abundance and
clustering of galaxy groups/clusters [16-21]. When a combi-
nation of these measurements is employed, it becomes possi-
ble to disentangle potential degeneracies among various cos-
mological parameters.

Among the aforementioned combinations, the most
straightforward approach is to combine galaxy clustering and
galaxy-galaxy lensing. Galaxy-galaxy auto-correlation and
galaxy-mass cross-correlation are defined with respect to the
underlying matter-matter correlation function by a factor of
b2(r) and rgmb(r), respectively (where b(r) represents the
scale-dependent galaxy bias and rgm is the cross-correlation
coefficient). Consequently, this particular combination al-
lows us to break the degeneracy between galaxy bias and the
matter-matter auto-correlation function, thus enabling us to
determine the cosmological parameters. Recent studies along
this line (e.g. [1-6]) have indicated a discrepancy between the
derived cosmological parameters and those inferred from the
Planck 2018 cosmic microwave background (CMB) primary
anisotropy data [22]. For instance, the structure growth pa-
rameter S 8 = σ8

√
Ωm/0.3 is consistently found to be approx-

imately 2 − 4σ lower than the results obtained from Planck
[7-10, 13, 23], dubbed “S 8” tension. Intriguingly, this lower
value of S 8 is also favored by the pairwise velocity mea-
surements from the 2dF-GRS observations conducted over a
decade ago (e.g. [12]). This tension may suggest the presence
of unknown systematic errors in clustering and lensing mea-
surements or the existence of new physics beyond the stan-
dard ΛCDM model [3].

For a better assessment of the significance of such tension,
it is crucial to utilize the latest observations to improve the
precision of S 8 constraints. To achieve this, one may need
precise measurements of 3D two-point correlation functions
(2PCFs) and high signal-to-noise ratio galaxy-galaxy lensing
signals. However, the 2PCFs measurements in spectroscopic
samples are subject to the restricted survey volume, lead-
ing to Poisson noise and cosmic variance issues, especially
at higher redshifts. Alternatively, we recently introduced
a novel approach that utilizes two sets of projected 2PCFs
to obtain intrinsic clustering for photometric redshift galaxy
samples (e.g. [24]). This method has been successfully ap-
plied to the DESI Legacy Imaging Surveys Data Release 8,

*Corresponding authors (Haojie Xu, email: haojie.xu@shao.ac.cn; Hekun Li, email:
hekun lee@sjtu.edu.cn; Xiaohu Yang, email: xyang@sjtu.edu.cn)

providing highly precise projected 2PCFs for multiple galaxy
samples defined in bins of color, luminosity, and redshift [25].

Additionally, the DESI Legacy Imaging Surveys offer the
most extensive collection of galaxy images, which can be
utilized to extract highly precise galaxy-galaxy lensing sig-
nals. Very recently, employing the Fourier Quad method
[26-29], we have obtained the most up-to-date and compre-
hensive shear catalog from the DESI Legacy Imaging Sur-
veys. The shear estimators of Fourier Quad are developed
based on the multipole moments of the galaxy’s 2D power
spectrum, allowing for accurate correction of the point spread
function (PSF) effect and noise contamination in a model-
independent manner [26]. The accuracy of the method has
undergone extensive tests using galaxies and PSFs of various
forms [27, 29]. A direct test has also been performed on the
CFHTLenS imaging data [30, 31] using the field-distortion
signal [28].

In this study, our aim is to study the dependence of cos-
mological parameters (Ωm and σ8) on lens sample redshift
through a combined analysis of projected 2PCFs wp(rp) and
galaxy-galaxy lensing ∆Σ(rp) measured from DESI Legacy
Imaging Surveys Data Release 9. The extensive lens and
source sample sizes provide us with the ability to tightly
constrain the cosmological parameters for each lens sample.
Within the standard ΛCDM framework, the cosmological pa-
rameters are expected to be independent of the properties of
the lens and source samples. Any dependence of the cosmo-
logical parameters on the properties of the sample can serve
as a diagnostic tool for our methodology or as a means to
investigate the “S 8 tension”.

The structure of this paper is organized as follows. In Sec-
tion 2, we introduce the imaging survey, describe the con-
struction of lens samples, and mitigate the spurious corre-
lation in lens clustering. Section 3 covers the shear cata-
log and lensing measurements. In Section 4, we present
the joint modeling of clustering and galaxy-galaxy lensing.
Our primary findings are presented in Section 5. We dis-
cuss potential caveats in measurements and modeling in sec-
tion 6. Finally, we summarize the key conclusions in Sec-
tion 7. Throughout this work, in addition to the free parame-
ters Ωm and σ8, we hold other cosmological parameters fixed
using the cosmological parameters of Planck 2018 in the fol-
lowing: ns = 0.965 and h = H0/(100 km s−1 Mpc−1) = 0.674.
We use log for the base-10 logarithm.

mailto:haojie.xu@shao.ac.cn
mailto:hekun_lee@sjtu.edu.cn
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Figure 1 The footprint of the Legacy Imaging Survey Data Release 9. The optical imaging data is from three projects: BASS, MzLS, and DECaLS. BASS
covers the NGC regions with Dec. > 32.375 degrees (referred to as North, indicated by blue contours) with the g and r bands. MzLS complements the BASS
with z band observation. DECaLS (green and red contours combined) provided data for the g, r and z bands in the NGC regions with Dec. < 32.375 degrees
and the entire SGC. Within DECaLS, the DES region (red contour) has more exposures (four times each band) compared to the non-DES part (referred to as
the South, indicated by green contours). The black contour represents the footprint of our lens sample, named Southmid (sky coverage ∼ 9932 square degrees).
The footprint is determined primarily by the distribution of the shear catalog. We have color-coded the footprint based on the galaxy depth in the z band.

2 Imaging survey, lens sample construction,
photometric redshift estimation and perfor-
mance, imaging systematics mitigation, and
clustering measurements

In this section, we begin by introducing Data Release 9 of the
DESI Legacy Imaging Survey in section 2.1. Moving on to
section 2.2, we provide details about the construction of lens
samples and a brief overview of the photometric redshift esti-
mation method. In section 2.3, we evaluate the performance
of photometric redshift (photo-z) and analyze the distribution
of its errors of our lens samples. Addressing the potential bias
in our clustering measurements at large scales, section 2.4
focuses on mitigating imaging systematics. Finally, in sec-
tion 2.5, we present the measurements of projected 2PCFs
and construction of their covariance matrices.

2.1 Data Release 9 of the DESI Legacy Imaging Surveys

The DESI Legacy Imaging surveys provide the target cata-
logs for the current going-on DESI surveys. Target selection

uses a combination of three optical (g/r/z) bands and two mid-
infrared (W1 3.4 µm, W2 4.6 µm) bands. The g/r/z bands
reach a 5σ detection of 24/23.4/22.5 AB magnitude with an
exponential light profile of half-light radius 0

′′

.45. The opti-
cal imaging data comes from three public projects:

• the Beijing-Arizona Sky Survey (BASS) observed the
North Galactic Cap (NGC) with Dec. > 32.375 degree in g
and r bands;

• the Mayall z-band Legacy Survey (MzLS) comple-
mented the BASS survey with z band observation;

• the DECam Legacy Survey (DECaLS) observed in g/r/z
bands in NGC with Dec. < 32.375 degree and the entire
South Galactic Cap (SGC). Note that the DECaLS includes
the imaging data from the Dark Energy Survey (DES), which
has more exposure times (thus deeper) than the non-DES
part.
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Table 1 The median values of galaxy depths and PSF sizes in g/r/z bands
of the Legacy Imaging Survey DR9, as a function of sky region indicated in
Fig. 1.

region
galaxy depth (mag) PSF size (arcsec)

g r z g r z

BASS 24.02 23.44 - 1.90 1.68 -

MzLS - - 22.96 - - 1.24

South 24.38 23.82 22.93 1.90 1.39 1.32

DES 24.87 24.64 23.43 1.43 1.25 1.15

Figure 1 shows the footprint of the Legacy Imaging Survey
Data Release 9 (DR9) and Table 1 lists the seeing and depth
as a function of optical bands and surveys. The Wide-field
Infrared Survey Explorer (WISE) satellite provides infrared
data for the whole sky. See an overview of the Legacy Imag-
ing Surveys in [32].

2.2 Lens sample construction and photo-z estimation

The galaxy samples used in this work are selected from
galaxy catalogs using the software package called The Trac-
tor [33] for source detection and photometry measurements
in DR9. Our lens samples were constructed following a se-
lection criterion similar to [34]. Here, we provide a brief
summary of the steps involved. Firstly, we identify ”galax-
ies” (extended imaging objects) based on the morphological
types provided by the Tractor. To ensure a reliable photo-z
estimation, we only consider galaxies with at least one ex-
posure in each optical band. We also exclude objects within
|b| < 25.0◦ (where b represents the Galactic latitude) to avoid
regions with high stellar density. Additionally, we remove
objects whose flux is affected by bright stars, large galaxies,
or globular clusters (maskbits 1, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 11, 12, 13 1)).
To achieve a similar sky coverage as the shear catalog (see
section 3), we further limit our lens sample to -10 degrees
< Dec. < 32.375 degrees in the DECaLS-NGC and Dec. >
-20 degrees in the South Galactic Cap. Following [35], we
refer to this region as Southmid, and its footprint is shown in
Fig. 1. The sky coverage of Southmid is approximately 9932
square degrees. We apply identical selections to the publicly
available random catalogs2).
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Figure 2 Top: Lens sample construction. To construct volume-limited lens
samples in luminosity, we select galaxies in bins of photo-z and K-corrected
(to zphoto = 0.5) z-band absolute magnitude M0.5

z − 5 log h. Each patch rep-
resents a luminosity-bin volume-limit lens sample, and its color represents a
different redshift range. All samples have a fixed redshift width of ∆zphoto =

0.2. The maximum luminosity is determined as M0.5
z − 5 log h = −23 mag,

while the minimum is determined by the combination of redshift and the ar-
tificial flux limit zmag < 21. We dither the patches for visibility and the exact
lower boundaries in luminosity can be found in Table 2. To avoid crowd-
ing, the figure includes only 1% of the luminosity-bin galaxies. Bottom: We
choose red galaxies to form our final lens samples for better photo-z per-
formance. The blue/red galaxy separation is detailed in Appendix A1. The
solid lines show the redshift dependence of the comoving number density of
galaxies in each of our lens samples, assuming Planck 2018 cosmology.

The lens sample utilizes photo-z provided by the publicly
available catalog Photometric Redshifts estimation for the
Legacy Surveys (PRLS 3), [36]). Photo-z values are obtained
via random forest, a machine learning algorithm that learns
the mapping of galaxy properties (such as colors, magnitudes,
and morphology) to their redshifts. [36] established this map-
ping relationship using eight properties4) and secure redshifts
available from various spectroscopic surveys and the COS-
MOS. The total number of galaxies with accurate redshifts
cross-matched with the PRLS sources is approximately 1.5
million. However, to avoid bias in the photo-z estimation
caused by non-uniform distribution in the multi-dimensional

1) https://www.legacysurvey.org/dr9/bitmasks/
2) https://www.legacysurvey.org/dr9/files/#random-catalogs-randoms
3) https://www.legacysurvey.org/dr9/files/#photometric-redshift-sweeps
4) They are r-band magnitude, g − r, r − z, z −W1, and W1 −W2 colors, half-light radius, axis ratio, and shape probability.

https://www.legacysurvey.org/dr9/bitmasks/
https://www.legacysurvey.org/dr9/files/#random-catalogs-randoms
https://www.legacysurvey.org/dr9/files/#photometric-redshift-sweeps
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color-magnitude space, only around 0.67 million of them are
used. For details of photo-z estimation, we refer the inter-
ested reader to [36]. The reliability of the photo-z in the PRLS
catalog has been well tested for luminous red galaxy (LRG)
samples. Furthermore, they demonstrated reasonably good
photo-z performance for low redshift galaxies with zmag < 21,
achieving aσNMAD of approximately 0.013 and an outlier rate
of about 1.51% 5) (refer to their Figures B1 and B2). To con-
struct the lens sample with reliable photo-z, we select galax-
ies with zmag < 21 and zphoto < 0.9. It is worth noting that
the default zphoto used in this work are the median values of
the photo-z estimation in the PRLS catalog. Additionally, if
secure redshifts are available, we replace photo-z with secure
redshifts.

On top of the magnitude and redshift selection, we specif-
ically choose red galaxies for our analysis for better photo-z
performance. To accomplish this, we utilize z-band absolute
magnitude M0.5

z − 5 log h (K-corrected to z = 0.5 by [37])
and the photo-z. By combining these factors, we create seven
volume-limited lens samples, as illustrated in the upper panel
of Fig. 2. These samples range from z = 0.1 to z = 0.9, with a
consistent bin width of ∆zphoto = 0.2. Given that photo-z data
from [36] are more reliable for LRGs, we specifically select
red galaxies from these luminosity-bin samples. By exam-
ining the color-magnitude diagrams for each luminosity-bin
sample (Appendix A1), we identify two distinct populations:
a loosely distributed blue cloud and a tight red sequence (refer
to Fig A13). We drop the blue galaxies and keep red galaxies,
which form the final lens samples.

The lower panel of Fig. 2 shows the number density as a
function of the redshift for seven lens samples. The number
density of most samples have little dependence on redshift,
except for the first two samples. For simplicity, we ignore the
redshift evolution of the clustering measurements within the
redshift bin of each lens sample, as is usually done in a few
previous 2×2pt or 3×2pt analysis e.g. [2, 23, 38-40].

In summary, our lens samples consist of luminous and red
galaxies, and their redshift performance is expected to be
comparable to that of LRGs. For further details, refer to Ta-
ble 2, which provides information on the lens samples.

2.3 Lens photo-z performance and photo-z error distri-
butions

We evaluate the photo-z performance of lens galaxies by
comparing their photo-z and spectroscopic redshift (spec-z)
values. However, it is important to note that spectroscopic
subsamples tend to consist of brighter objects compared to
the entire photometric sample. Consequently, a direct com-

parison might not accurately represent the entire lens sample.
To address this issue, we apply weights to the spectroscopic
galaxies to ensure that the weighted spectroscopic subsam-
ples match with the photometric sample in multi-dimensional
color-magnitude space [41, 42]. These weights are assigned
following the methodology presented in [36]. We summa-
rize as follows. For each photometric galaxy, we link it to
its nearest spectroscopic neighbor based on their similarities
in color-magnitude space of r-band magnitude, g − r, r − z,
z − W1, and W1 − W2. The weights assigned to spectro-
scopic galaxies are determined by the number of photomet-
ric galaxies they are linked to. The photo-z performance of
the weighted spectroscopic subsamples is depicted in Fig. 3.
In general, photo-z performance demonstrates satisfactory re-
sults, with σNMAD ∼ 0.017 and an outlier rate of approxi-
mately 0.7%.
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Figure 3 Top: photometric redshift VS. spectroscopic redshift of
weighted spectroscopic subsample of all lens samples combined. The spec-
troscopic subsample is weighted such that it matches with photometric
sample in multi-dimensional color-magnitude space. Photo-z performance
evaluated from a weighted spectroscopic subsample is believed to repre-
sent the photometric sample. Bottom: The normalized redshift difference,
(zphoto − zspec)/(1 + zspec), as a function of spectroscopic redshift zspec. The
solid (dashed) red line is the median (68 percentile). The σNMAD and outlier
rate of the weighted subsample are ∼ 0.017 and ∼ 0.7%, respectively.

5) The σNMAD is defined as σNMAD = 1.48 ×median(|zphoto − zspec |)/(1 + zspec). The outlier rate is defined |zphoto − zspec | > 0.1 × (1 + zspec). Note that the
definition of an outlier rate is different in the latter part of this work.
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Figure 4 The distributions of normalized redshift difference (black histograms), (zphoto − zspec)/(1 + zspec), of seven lens samples. The information of lens
samples are indicated on top of each panel, where z stands for zphoto and absz for K-corrected (to z = 0.5) z-band absolute magnitude M0.5

z − 5 log h. In the
upper left of each panel, µ (vertical line) and σNMAD (1-σ width of the red curve line) are the median and normalized median absolute deviation of histograms,
respectively. The red curve is the corresponding Gaussian distribution with mean µ and scatter σNMAD. Note that the red curve is not a fit to the histograms.
Therefore, the resemblance in shape between the histograms and the red curves suggests that the normalized redshift difference closely follows a Gaussian
distribution. A nonzero µ indicates a bias in the normalized redshift difference, while σNMAD characterizes the effective uncertainty of photo-z, which can be
compared with constraints derived from clustering measurements (e.g. Fig. 10). Furthermore, we calculate the rate of catastrophic outliers η for each sample,
defined as |zphoto − zspec |/(1 + zspec) > 3σNMAD. The presence of catastrophic outliers may lead to an underestimation of intrinsic clustering strength (for
instance, correlated galaxy pairs go outside of integration depth). Assuming that these outliers randomly distribute in the redshift direction, we then scale the
model prediction by a factor of (1 − η)2 to account for such an underestimation (refer to Section 4.2 for detailed information). When plotting, we use weighted
spectroscopic subsamples that match each lens sample in the color-magnitude space.

In modeling the impact of photo-z on clustering (see de-
tails in section 4.2), we make the assumption that the photo-
z values of our lens galaxies follow a Gaussian distribution
with respect to their true redshift, described by the equation:

P
(
zphoto − zspec

)
= N

(
0, σz(1 + zspec)

)
(1)

Here,N(µ, σ) represents a Gaussian distribution with a mean
of µ and a scatter of σ. The parameter σz represents the ef-
fective photo-z uncertainty of the lens sample. To assess the
validity of the Gaussian assumption, we plot the distributions
of the normalized redshift difference, (zphoto−zspec)/(1+zspec),
as shown in Fig. 4. We utilize weighted spectroscopic sub-
samples for plotting.

In general, the distributions closely resemble a Gaussian
distribution, with the exception of a minor bias on the order
of ∼ 0.001 present in all samples. The width of the distri-
butions, characterized by σNMAD, encodes the photo-z uncer-
tainty from the color-magnitude-redshift relation, which can
then be compared with the photo-z error σz constrained from
the large-scale structure (Section 4.2). The comparison be-
tween these two quantities is presented in Section 5.3.

2.4 Imaging systematics mitigation

Observational conditions, such as stellar contamination,
Galactic foreground, and seeing, are known to introduce
spurious fluctuations in the observed galaxy densities (e.g.
[43-48]). These spurious fluctuations significantly contami-
nate the clustering measurements at large scales, thereby bi-
asing the inference of cosmological parameters.

One approach to mitigate imaging systematics is to as-
sign weights to galaxies in photometric samples, ensuring
that the weighted samples exhibit minimal dependence on
imaging properties. Multi-linear (or -quadratic) regression
is commonly adopted to model the dependence of observed
galaxy surface densities on various imaging maps [49-52].
The weights can be obtained by minimizing the difference
between observed densities and a multi-linear (or -quadratic)
function of imaging maps.

However, a linear (or quadratic) model may fail to capture
higher-order dependencies on imaging features in strongly
contaminated regions, such as those near the Galactic plane
(see, e.g. [45]). Recent studies have begun to employ ma-
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Figure 5 Illustration of imaging systematics mitigation for the lens sample 0.5 < zphoto < 0.7. The blue and red lines show the surface density relative to
global mean, before and after the systematics correction, in bins of 19 input imaging maps. The grey histogram is the fraction of valid pixels (or galaxies) in
bins of imaging maps, which serves to estimate the error bars with the standard deviation. After mitigation, the corrected samples show little fluctuation with
respect to the imaging properties. Since imaging systematics mitigation varies with sample’s properties, we individually apply imaging systematics mitigation
procedure to each lens samples before measuring the correlations. Other lens samples show similar results.

chine learning algorithms to capture the complex relationship
between observed densities and imaging maps.

In our case, we employ the Random Forest (RF) mitigation
method developed by [35] to our lens samples for two rea-

sons: First, RF outperforms linear or quadratic models; sec-
ond, compared to the Neural Network approach, RF achieves
similar mitigation results at a significantly lower computa-
tional expense. For a detailed comparison, we refer interested
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readers to [35]. We provide a brief overview of the main steps
here, while a comprehensive description of the methodology
is available in [35]. Furthermore, it should be noted that most
of the following procedures are conveniently encapsulated in
the publicly available code regressis6).

• (1) The imaging maps utilized in this study are
kindly provided by E. Chaussidon (private communica-
tion). These maps were generated from the code script
bin/make imaging weight map from the desitarget7)

package with HEALPix[53] Nside = 256 (resolution ∼ 0.23
deg). We have selected 19 imaging maps, which are as fol-
lows: stellar density [54], Galactic extinction[55, 56], sky
brightness (in g/r/z band), airmass (g/r/z band), exposure
time (g/r/z band), PSF size (g/r/z band) and PSF depth
(g/r/z/W1/W2 band). The lens samples are binned at the
same resolution.
• (2) The total number of pixels within the Southmid is

187211 (black contour in Fig. 1). Among these, we only
consider pixels with fpix,i > 0.8, where fpix,i is the fractional
observed area in pixel i. This value is calculated as the ra-
tio of random points after and before maskbit selection (Sec-
tion 2.2). This selection ensures that the regression is limited
to reliable pixels. Furthermore, we exclude pixels with val-
ues of NAN on any of the imaging maps. In total, we remove
8219 pixels, accounting for 4.39 percent of the lens footprint.
• (3) To prevent overfitting, we employ the K-fold cross-

validation technique. Specifically, we adopt K = 14. This
choice of folds ensures efficient regression analysis while re-
ducing the risk of overfitting. Given that imaging systematics
vary across locations, we ensure that each fold contains pixels
from across the entire footprint.
• (4) We utilize the same RF hyperparameters as in [35],

employing 200 decision trees with a minimum of 20 pixels
at a leaf node. We have experimented with different numbers
but found no significant differences in imaging systematics
reduction.

In valid pixels, regressis returns the weights to correct
the imaging systematics. However, due to differences in red-
shift and luminosity, samples may experience varying levels
of imaging contamination. Therefore, we apply the mitiga-
tion procedures individually to each lens sample. In Fig. 5,
we present the mitigation results for one of the seven lens
samples with a redshift range of 0.5 < zphoto < 0.7. Prior to
mitigation, the mean galaxy density, categorized by imaging
properties, exhibits a systematic trend (indicated by the blue
lines). However, after mitigation, this trend is substantially
reduced (represented by the red lines). To ensure the reliabil-
ity of our results, we performed a sanity test and confirmed

that the cross-correlation between the corrected samples and
all imaging maps is close to zero.

2.5 Clustering measurements in the lens samples

To minimize the impact of redshift space distortion (RSD),
we calculate the projected 2PCFs wobs

p (rp|πmax) by integrating
the redshift-space 2PCFs ξobs(rp, π):

wobs
p (rp|πmax) = 2

∫ πmax

0
ξobs(rp, π)dπ. (2)

where rp and π represent the transverse and line-of-sight sep-
arations between galaxy pairs, respectively. πmax is the upper
bound of the integration length along the line-of-sight direc-
tion. Apart from RSD, the measured projected 2PCFs are
affected by inaccurate photo-z, which can significantly un-
derestimate the clustering signal. To account for the photo-z
effect on clustering, we adopt a novel method developed in
[24, 25], which involves two sets of projected 2PCFs with
different integration limits πmax. See the detailed formal-
ism in Section 4.2. In this study, we choose πmax = 50 and
100 h−1Mpc.

The redshift-space 2PCFs is given by the Landy-Szalay es-
timator [57]:

ξobs(rp, π) =
aDD(rp, π) − 2bDR(rp, π) + RR(rp, π)

RR(rp, π)
, (3)

where DD, DR, and RR represents the weighted pairs of
galaxy-galaxy, galaxy-random, random-random in a given
(rp, π) pair separation bin. Normalization terms are defined
as follows:

a =

∑
i, j

wR
i wR

j∑
i, j

wD
i wD

j

and b =

∑
i, j

wR
i wR

j∑
i

wD
i
∑

j
wR

j

, (4)

where wD
i is the imaging correction weight for pixel i in the

data and, wR
i ≡ 1 for random. Note that we have applied

the identical footprint cuts, number of exposure times restric-
tions, and maskbits to the random catalogs as in lens sample
construction (cf. Section 2.2). The number of random galax-
ies is five times that of the galaxies. We use Python package
Corrfunc [58] for counting pairs. We set linearly spaced
bins in π with a bin width of ∆π = 1 h−1Mpc, ranging from 0
to 100 h−1Mpc, and 20 logarithmically spaced rp bins from 1
to 100 h−1Mpc.

Figure 6 illustrates the comparisons between the measured
projected 2PCFs before and after mitigation of imaging sys-
tematics. The correction is negligible on small scales but sub-
stantial on large scales, exceeding 50% in some cases. To

6) https://github.com/echaussidon/regressis
7) https://github.com/desihub/desitarget

https://github.com/echaussidon/regressis
https://github.com/desihub/desitarget
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Figure 6 The measured projected 2PCFs of lens samples, before (empty circles) and after (filled circles) imaging systematic correction. The blue and red
symbols represent the projected 2PCFs integrated to πmax = 50 h−1Mpc and πmax = 100 h−1Mpc, respectively. The correction is quite substantial at large
scales. The vertical dashed line marks the scale (pixel size ∼ 0.23 deg) above which the spurious correlation introduced by imaging systematics is largely
mitigated. The light-shaded region represents the range of separations used for the estimation of the cosmological parameters: rp = [8, 70] h−1Mpc. The errors
are estimated using the jackknife method with Njkf = 200.

estimate the cosmological parameters, we use measurements
within the scales rp = [8, 70] h−1Mpc. These scale cuts are
motivated by the “minimal-bias” model [59], which success-
fully recovered cosmological parameters (σ8 and Ωm) within
a 68% credible interval by employing the linear galaxy bias
and the non-linear matter power spectrum. Further discus-
sion is provided in section 4. It is important to note that
imaging contamination is mostly mitigated above the pixel
scale of approximately 0.23 degrees (corresponding comov-
ing scales marked as vertical dashed lines in Fig. 6). The cho-
sen minimal scale cuts for each lens sample are safely above
this threshold.

To estimate the covariance matrix, we employ the jack-
knife resampling method. The Southmid footprint is divided
into Njkf = 200 spatially contiguous and equally sized sub-
regions. We measure the projected 2PCFs 200 times, leaving
out one different sub-region each time, and calculate the co-
variance as 199 times the variance of the 200 measurements.

3 Shear catalog and galaxy-galaxy lensing
measurements

3.1 Shape measurements and shear catalog

The shear catalog used in this work is measured from DE-
CaLS8) images using the Fourier Quad pipeline [60]. The
source positions are provided by [61]. To comply with the
clustering measurement, we used photo-z estimates from the
PRLS catalog, described in Section 2.2. The source catalog in
[61] applied a r-band magnitude cut of rmag < 23 for source
detection and photometric estimation. The photo-z quality
cut of zmag < 21 is also applied. The Fourier Quad pipeline
was independently applied to the g, r, and z band imaging
data to generate the corresponding shear catalog, covering
approximately 10000 square degrees of the sky, as shown in
the black contour of Fig. 1. The exposures of each field were
processed independently, eliminating image stacking-related
systematics and yielding a source catalog with more sources.

The field distortion, caused by the projection from the ce-
lestial sphere to the CCD plane, manifests itself as a CCD
coordinate-dependent shear imposed on the galaxy images.
This distortion signal can be recovered by averaging among
galaxies from all observation fields within the same CCD re-
gion. [28] proposed this as a systematic test for shear mea-
surement, which validated the precision of our shape mea-
surement. The field distortion test presented in [60] demon-
strated that our shear catalog can recover the distortion signal
at a level of 1 × 10−3 with a multiplicative bias of 102m =

8) https://www.legacysurvey.org. Images were observed between 2013 and 2019.

https://www.legacysurvey.org
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(5 ± 3, 3 ± 3) and an additive bias of 105c = (0 ± 3,−10 ± 3).
The presence of a multiplicative bias would introduce a few
percent bias in the Excess Surface Density (ESD) measure-
ments, approximately on the order of (1 + m). In this study,
we did not consider a correction, since the value is consistent
with zero within a 2σ level. A small additive bias was identi-
fied, but will be nullified in the tangential coordinate. Before
ESD measurement, the field distortion signal was subtracted.
To address potential additive bias in the ESD measurement,
we subtracted the ESD measured from a random catalog with
a number five times that of the lens galaxies.

In this study, we exclusively utilize the z band source
catalog, motivated by its data quality and the field distor-
tion test shown in [60]. To ensure reliable shape measure-
ments, we apply the following selection criteria to the galax-
ies: zmag < 21 and signal-to-noise ratio νF > 4. The magni-
tude cut is to exclude faint galaxies with less reliable shape
measurements and photo-z values, while the signal-to-noise
ratio cut is to prevent selection bias in the Fourier Quad
method (e.g. [62]). We also remove the bias induced by im-
age geometry boundaries through the algorithm proposed by
[63]. After these selection, the multiplicative bias for each
source sample is listed in Table 2.

To mitigate the potential ESD dilution caused by incorrect
photo-z and minimize the contamination of intrinsic align-
ment, we adopt a relatively large source-lens cut in redshift,
i.e. zs > zl + 0.25. Finally, we end up with a sample of
118984459 source galaxies for the ESD measurements. The
corresponding shape noise ranges from approximately 0.26
to 0.31, depending on the average size of the point spread
function [60].

3.2 Galaxy-Galaxy lensing measured by Fourier Quad
method

Fourier Quad is a moment-based method that measures
galaxy shapes by analyzing its power spectrum. The method
provides five shear estimators: G1, G2, N, U, V (for more
details, please refer to [64]). The main shape estimator, G1

and G2 (G1/2 hereafter), encompasses both the intrinsic shape
information, GI

1/2, and the shear-induced part, g1/2 · (N ± U).
Assuming isotropic orientations of galaxies, the ensemble av-
erage of the intrinsic shape estimator GI

1/2 cancels out, result-
ing in a symmetrical probability distribution function (PDF)
centered around zero. However, the shear signal introduces
an anisotropic part, g1/2 · (N ±U), to the PDF, causing a shift
in its symmetry axis, as illustrated in Figures 3 and 4 of [64].

The PDF SYM approach, unbiased and optimal in statis-
tics, effectively recovers the signal by symmetrizing the PDF

of G1/2 [64]. When the anisotropic component in the shear
estimators is corrected by the true signal, denoted as ĝ1/2 =

g1/2, the PDF of

Ĝ1/2 = G1/2 − ĝ1/2 · (N ± U) (5)

regains its symmetry. In this process, the asymmetry of the
PDF can be quantified using the formula

χ2 =
1
2

N∑
i=1

(ni − n−i)2

ni + n−i
, (6)

where ni represents the galaxy counts of the i-th bin 9). There-
fore, as χ2 approaches its minimum, the shear signal can be
readily determined.

In the context of galaxy-galaxy lensing measurements, the
tangential shear γt can be derived by symmetrizing the PDF
of

Ĝt(zs) = Gt(zs) − γ̂t(zs) · (N(zs) + Ut(zs)) , (7)

where the tangential shear estimators are defined as,

Gt + iG× = (G1 + iG2) exp[2iθ], (8)

Ut + iV× = (U + iV) exp[4iθ].

Here, θ denotes the position angle measured from the north
pole in the north-east direction. The tangential shear γt is
connected to the ESD ∆Σ(rp) through the equation:

∆Σ(rp) = γt(zs)Σc(zl, zs), (9)

where Σc(zl, zs) represents the critical surface density defined
in comoving coordinates as:

Σc(zl, zs) =
c2

4πG
χs

χlχls(1 + zl)
, (10)

where zl and zs indicates the redshifts of lens and source,
respectively. χl, χs and χls corresponding to the comoving
angular diameter distance (comoving transverse distance) of
the lens, the source, and the distance between the lens and
the source, respectively. The factor of 1 + zl in the denomi-
nator appears because the ESD is measured in the comoving
coordinates. By combining Eq. 7 and Eq. 10, the ESD can be
restored by symmetrizing the PDF of

Ĝt(zs) = Gt(zs) −
∆Σ̂

Σc(zl, zs)
· (N(zs) + Ut(zs)) . (11)

The ESDs are measured in the same rp bins as the cluster-
ing measurement, namely 20 logarithmic bins ranging from
1 h−1Mpc to 100 h−1Mpc. Since only large-scale ESD signals
are considered in the subsequent analysis, it is deemed safe
to use source galaxies with zs > zl +0.25 to alleviate the dilu-
tion caused by unlensed foreground or member galaxies due

9) The bins should be symmetrical on both sides of zeros for either G1/2 or Ĝ1/2
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to incorrect photo-z. However, the ESD signals might still
suffer dilution due to the inaccurate lens and source galaxies
redshift distribution.

We propose a method to reduce the dilution utilizing
cross-correlations between spectroscopic redshift galaxies
and photometric redshift galaxies (similar to the concept of
[65]). This method is able to recover the joint probabil-
ity distribution function of spectroscopic and photometric
redshifts by using the photometric redshift probability dis-
tribution functions at each fine spectroscopic redshift bin.
Through Bayes’ theorem, we can calculate the dilution ra-
tio that links the measured ESD to its theoretical value in the
Fourier Quad statistic approach. The details of the cross-
correlation method will be presented in a forthcoming paper
(Li et al. prep.). For our lens and source samples, the correc-
tion in ESD is on the order of a few percent.

After the correction, we further assess the impact of an in-
accurate lens/source galaxy n(z) on our ESD measurements
by comparing the results obtained with a larger source-lens
photo-z cut (zs > zl + 0.35, Fig. A15). ESD measurements
in most redshift bins are consistent within 1σ (2σ in bin
0.5 < zphoto < 0.7). This test indicates that our results should
be reliable (less so for the bin 0.5 < zphoto < 0.7).

Finally, we present the B-mode and ESD measurements
from a random catalog in Appendix A2, as another system-
atic test for our shear measurement. We have subtracted the
ESD of the random sample from that of the lens sample to
correct the potential systematics. The results indicate that no
systematic bias is detected within the 2σ level.

It is worth noting that the intrinsic alignment effect is
likely not significant in our ESD measurements, due to
the large source-lens separation cut in redshift, the large
transverse separation, and the de-blending algorithm in the
Fourier Quad pipeline (e.g. [66, 67]). The roughly consis-
tent ESDs seen in the test with a larger source-lens cut in
redshift (zs > zl + 0.35) in Fig. A15 indicate that the intrinsic
alignment effect is probably safe to ignore in our measure-
ments.

4 Joint modeling of galaxy-galaxy lensing and
galaxy clustering

A combination of galaxy-galaxy lensing ∆Σobs(rp) and pro-
jected 2PCFs wobs

p (rp) can effectively break the degeneracy
between galaxy bias and cosmological parameters. To ob-
tain unbiased cosmological parameters, one may need to ad-
dress two important questions: 1) At which scales would
be considered free from complex nonlinear physics? 2) In
perturbation theory-based methods, is the linear bias model
sufficient, or should one introduce higher-order bias terms

for unbiased parameter constraints? [59] investigated these
questions using HSC-SDSS mock catalogs and found that as
long as the scale cuts satisfy rp > 12 h−1Mpc and 8 h−1Mpc
for ∆Σobs(rp) and wobs

p (rp), respectively, combining linear bias
and nonlinear power spectrum can recover σ8 and Ωm within
a 68% credible interval. They also discovered that includ-
ing higher-order bias contributions would slightly bias the
parameter inference. Subsequently, they applied the mini-
mal bias model to the HSC×BOSS galaxy-galaxy weak lens-
ing and BOSS galaxy clustering, obtaining reasonable cos-
mological constraints[38], see also [68]. Inspired by these
studies, we adopt the minimal bias model and set the scale
cuts at rp = [8, 70] h−1Mpc for wobs

p (rp) and [12, 70] h−1Mpc
for ∆Σobs(rp), respectively. The upper boundaries are cho-
sen to avoid the effect from Baryon Acoustic Oscillations
(BAO). Simulations [69] and observational studies [40, 70]
have also explored incorporating higher-order bias contribu-
tions by pushing to smaller scales (e.g., rp ∼ 6 − 8 h−1Mpc).

In this section, we present our methodology for con-
straining four free parameters in each lens sample: linear
galaxy bias (bg), effective photo-z uncertainty (σz), matter
density (Ωm), and matter fluctuation (σ8), by jointly mod-
eling galaxy-galaxy lensing (∆Σobs(rp)) and two sets of pro-
jected 2PCFs (wobs

p (rp|πmax = 50 h−1Mpc) and wobs
p (rp|πmax =

100 h−1Mpc)). Unlike most 3×2pt studies that use either
spectroscopic lens samples for accurate 2PCFs or photomet-
ric lens samples with angular clustering, we intend to infer
galaxy bias by jointly modeling two sets of projected 2PCFs
from photometric samples with different integration lengths.
By assuming a Gaussian distribution for the photo-z uncer-
tainty in each lens sample (Fig. 4, also see [36]), we can
obtain the intrinsic clustering and effective photo-z uncer-
tainty spontaneously. This clustering-derived photo-z uncer-
tainty can be further compared with σNMAD, estimated from
a weighted spectroscopic subsample, serving as a sanity test
for the Gaussian photo-z PDF assumption. We describe the
model ingredients for galaxy-galaxy lensing in Section 4.1
and for projected 2PCFs in Section 4.2.

4.1 Modeling galaxy-galaxy lensing: Excessive Surface
Density ∆Σmodel(rp)

The measured galaxy-galaxy lensing (GGL) signal ∆Σobs(rp)
can be modeled as the sum of two terms: the standard ex-
cess surface density ∆Σ(rp) that probes the matter distribution
around lens galaxies, and a systematic contamination intro-
duced by the common foreground matter between us and the
lens, termed as cosmic magnification bias ∆Σmag(rp),

∆Σmodel(rp) = ∆Σ(rp) + ∆Σmag(rp) (12)

The standard ESD ∆Σ(rp) is defined by the difference be-
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Table 2 Lens and source information and parameters constraints. Columns 1-8 list the redshift range of the lens sample, the lower limit of absolute magnitude
in the z-band (M0.5

z − 5 log h) for lens samples, the galaxy number in each lens sample, the catastrophic outlier rate, the mean lens redshift, the mean source
redshift, the multiplicative bias and the lens luminosity slope at zmag = 21. The 9th column lists the reduced best-fit χ2. Columns 10-13 list the four free
parameters modeled for each lens sample: effective photo-z uncertainty σz, linear galaxy bias bg, matter fluctuation σ8, and matter density Ωm. The values
represent the median, and the upper and lower limits corresponding to the 84 and 16 percentiles of the parameter values from the MCMC chain. The last
column is the derived parameter S 8 ≡ σ8

√
Ωm/0.3.

zl M0.5
z Ngal,l × 106 η × 10−2 z̄l z̄s m× 10−2 αmag χ2

r σz × 10−2 bg σ8 Ωm S8

[0.1, 0.3] -20.0 4.76 6.0 0.23 0.67 2±3 3.0 0.94 1.2+0.02
−0.02 1.22+0.02

−0.02 0.72+0.03
−0.03 0.39+0.02

−0.01 0.82+0.03
−0.03

[0.2, 0.4] -20.0 6.82 5.2 0.32 0.74 -4±4 2.8 0.91 1.6+0.02
−0.02 1.18+0.02

−0.02 0.80+0.02
−0.02 0.35+0.01

−0.01 0.87+0.02
−0.02

[0.3, 0.5] -20.5 7.33 3.6 0.41 0.82 -4±5 2.7 1.06 1.9+0.03
−0.03 1.20+0.02

−0.02 0.81+0.03
−0.03 0.34+0.01

−0.01 0.86+0.03
−0.03

[0.4, 0.6] -21.0 5.46 3.4 0.50 0.88 -5±6 2.6 1.22 1.6+0.02
−0.02 1.24+0.03

−0.02 0.84+0.03
−0.03 0.34+0.01

−0.01 0.89+0.04
−0.04

[0.5, 0.7] -21.0 7.12 3.1 0.61 0.96 -11±9 2.6 1.39 1.8+0.02
−0.02 1.27+0.03

−0.03 0.84+0.05
−0.05 0.34+0.01

−0.01 0.90+0.05
−0.06

[0.6, 0.8] -21.5 3.97 2.8 0.70 1.02 -33±15 2.5 1.92 2.0+0.03
−0.03 1.24+0.05

−0.04 0.97+0.07
−0.08 0.33+0.01

−0.01 1.02+0.08
−0.09

[0.7, 0.9] -22.0 1.87 1.8 0.81 1.10 -45±32 2.4 0.80 2.3+0.05
−0.05 1.38+0.16

−0.08 0.91+0.13
−0.20 0.35+0.01

−0.02 0.98+0.16
−0.22

tween the average surface density within the projected dis-
tance rp, Σ(≤ rp), and the projected surface density at rp,
Σ(rp), that is,

∆Σ(rp) = Σ(≤ rp) − Σ(rp), (13)

The surface density Σ(rp) can be related to the galaxy-matter
cross correlation function ξgm(r, zl) at the lens redshift zl via
the following equations:

Σ(rp) = 2 ρm0

∫ ∞

0
[1 + ξgm(rp, π, zl)] dπ , (14)

and

Σ(≤ rp) =
4 ρm0

r2
p

∫ rp

0
y dy

∫ ∞

0
[1 + ξgm(y, π, zl)] dπ , (15)

where ρm0 is the mean matter density of the Universe in
the comoving coordinates, i.e, ρm0 = Ωm3H2

0/(8πG) . The
galaxy-matter cross-correlation function is defined with re-
spect to the dark matter auto-correlation ξmm(r) by

ξgm(r, zl) = bg(r)rgm(r) ξmm(r, zl) . (16)

where bg(r) is the scale-dependent lens galaxy bias with re-
spect to dark matter. And rgm(r) is the cross-correlation coef-
ficient between the galaxies and dark matter,

rgm(r) =
ξgm(r)√
ξmm(r)ξgg(r)

. (17)

At the scales adopted for modeling, rgm can be safely con-
sidered as unity, that is, rgm = 1 [2, 6, 38, 59, 70, 71]. In the
minimal bias model, bg(r) can be treated as an unknown scale
independent constant, i.e. bg(r) = bg, which is one of the free
parameters in our model.

The matter between us and lens changes both source
galaxy shapes and lens number densities, which contributes
an extra correlation signal, termed as cosmic magnification
bias ∆Σmag(rp) 10). It was used to be ignored in the GGL mod-
eling, due to its tiny contribution. However, recent studies
found that magnification bias could account for 5% ∼ 20%
signals from the measured GGL (i.e. [72, 73]), depending on
the luminosity of the lens sample and the redshift of the lens
and the sources samples. Therefore, it is crucial to include
the contribution from cosmic magnification, because other-
wise the cosmological constraint will be biased. We model
∆Σmag(rp) through the following equation (also see Eq.23 in
[39] and Eq.14 in [72]),

∆Σmag(rp) ≈ 2(αmag − 1)
3H0Ωm

2c

∫ z̄l

0
dz

H0(1 + z)2

H(z)(1 + z̄l)

×
χ2(χ̄l − χ)(χ̄s − χ)
χ̄l

2(χ̄s − χ̄l)

× ρm0

∫
kdk
2π

PNL
mm(k; z)J2

(
k
χ

χ̄l
rp

)
, (18)

where c is the vacuum speed of light and J2(x) is the second-
order Bessel function of the first kind. The estimated lumi-
nosity slopes αmag for each lens sample are listed in Table 2.
The determination of the exact values of αmag is not trivial
with the complex sample selection functions adopted in this
work (e.g. [73]). [39] found that the inferred values of σ8

and Ωm remain almost the same regardless of treating them
as free parameters or adopting fixed estimated values. For
simplification, we use αmag estimated from luminosity func-
tion for each lens sample in our modeling. We approximate
the lens and source galaxies redshift as their mean redshift z̄l

and z̄s and their corresponding comoving distance χ̄l and χ̄s.
The theoretical templates ξNL

mm(r, zl) and PNL
mm(k) are halofit

10) We ignore the magnification of source galaxy number densities by the matter around lens because it is a higher-order correlation compared to the
magnification bias ∆Σmag(rp) considered in the text, also see [39, 72].
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[74] nonlinear correlation and power spectrum for a given
cosmology returned from python package pyccl [75]. The
last line in Eq.18 (the inverse Hankel transform) is performed
with Python package Hankel [76].

4.2 Modeling galaxy clustering: two sets of projected
2PCFs wmodel

p (rp|πmax = 50 h−1Mpc) and wmodel
p (rp|πmax =

100 h−1Mpc)

To model the projected 2PCFs from photometric galaxy sam-
ples with photo-z, we start from the definition,

wmodel
p (rp|πmax) = 2

∫ πmax

0
ξ

photo−z
gg (rp, π) dπ , (19)

where the superscripts “photo-z” in ξphoto−z
gg (rp, π) denotes that

pair-counting is done in the photo-z space, which is further
related to the 2PCFs in redshift space ξsgg(rp, π) through

ξ
photo−z
gg (rp, π) = (1 − η)2

∫ ∞

−∞

ξsgg(rp, π − R)P(R)dR , (20)

where the impact of the photo-z uncertainties on the 2PCFs is
modeled by two components: photo-z outliers with random
photo-z distribution and non-outliers with a Gaussian photo-z
distribution. It is important to note that the meaning of out-
liers in this context is distinct from the one in Section 2.2,
which is now defined from the perspective of a Gaussian
distribution, i.e. |zphoto − zspec|/(1 + zspec) > 3σNMAD. For
nonoutliers, the PDF of the difference between the photo-z
derived pair separation and the spectroscopic redshift derived
pair separation is as follows.

P(R) =
1

√
2πσR

exp
− R2

2σ2
R

 , (21)

σR =

√
2cσz(1 + zspec)
H0E(zspec)

.

where E(z) =
√
Ωm(1 + z)3 + ΩΛ, and σz is the effective

photo-z uncertainty of lens sample. The scale factor (1 − η)2

accounts for the missing galaxy pairs due to photo-z outliers,
assuming that these catastrophic outliers are randomly dis-
tributed in the redshift direction (see the derivation in Eq. 9
in [24]). The percentage of catastrophic outliers η is directly
estimated from Fig. 4.

Note that in Eq.19, the summation is obtained by inte-
grating to a finite light-of-sight separation πmax, implicitly
ignoring the peculiar velocities on scale r > πmax. For
πmax = 100 h−1Mpc, as demonstrated in [77], the so-called
residual redshift-space distortion (RRSD) could cause a 15%
correction at rp ∼ 30 h−1Mpc. To take this effect into account,
we take the approach as laid out by Eq.51-56 in [77], which
assumes that peculiar velocities in large scale (i.e. r > πmax)

can be modeled by linear perturbation theory. Therefore, the
galaxy 2PCFs in redshift space can be written as (e.g. [78])

ξsgg(rp, π) = ξ0(s)P0(µ) + ξ2(s)P2(µ) + ξ4P4(µ), (22)

where s =
√

r2
p + π2 is the galaxy separation in redshift-space

and µ is the cosine of the angle between the separation s and
line-of-sight direction, i.e. µ = π/s. P0,2,4(x) is the 0th, 2nd,
4th Legendre polynomials, respectively. The multipoles ξ0,2,4
are related to the real space 2PCFs ξgg(r) by

ξ0(r) =
(
1 +

2
3
β +

1
5
β2

)
ξlingg (r), (23)

ξ2(r) =
(

4
3
β +

4
7
β2

)
[ξlingg (r) − 3J3(r)], (24)

ξ4(r) =
8

35
β2

[
ξlingg (r) +

15
2

J3(r) −
35
2

J5(r)
]
, (25)

where

ξlingg (r) = bgξ
lin
mm(r), (26)

Jn(r) =
1
rn

∫ r

0
ξlingg (y)yn−1dy, (27)

and

β =
1
bg

(
dlnD
dlna

)
z
. (28)

where a is the scale factor defined as a ≡ 1/(1 + z) and D is
the linear growth rate. To be consistent, we replace the linear
matter 2PCFs ξlinmm(r) in Eq.23-Eq.27 with nonlinear 2PCFs
ξNL

mm(r) as in the previous subsection. This replacement could
remove possible over-correction at small scales.

4.3 Model Fitting

We set out our model to constrain the four free parameters
for each lens sample: Ωm, σ8, bg, and σz, by maximizing the
posterior distribution

Pposterior(Ωm, σ8, bg, σz) = Pprior(Ωm, σ8, bg, σz)

×L(D|Ωm, σ8, bg, σz), (29)

where the likelihood is

logL ∝ (Xobs
p − Xmodel

p )TC−1(Xobs
p − Xmodel

p ), (30)

where Xobs
p (Xmodel

p ) represents the concatenated observable
(model) vector, which consists of two sets of projected
2PCFs and one set of ESD measurements, i.e., Xobs(model)

p =
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Figure 7 Normalized covariance matrices of observable vector Xobs
p ≡ [wobs

p (πmax = 50 h−1Mpc), wobs
p (πmax = 100 h−1Mpc), ∆Σobs] for 4 out of 7 lens

samples that range from low to high redshift. The redshift and luminosity information, in the same format as those in Fig. 4, is indicated on top of the quartet.
Clustering: Within wobs

p (πmax = 50 h−1Mpc) (or wobs
p (πmax = 100 h−1Mpc)), the strong correlations between radial bins are expected, reflecting the impact

of large-scale modes. Since wobs
p (πmax = 100 h−1Mpc) contains the information of wobs

p (πmax = 50 h−1Mpc), strong correlations are expected between them.
Galaxy-galaxy lensing: in the lowest redshift lens sample, there exist considerable correlations between neighboring bins. Clustering × Galaxy-galaxy lensing:
at low redshift, small-scale clustering is correlated with galaxy-galaxy lensing at all scales, while large-scale clustering is much less correlated with GGL. The
correlation strength also depends on the redshift. For the lens sample with the highest redshift, the clustering is almost uncorrelated with GGL at all scales.
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Figure 8 Observation (symbols) VS. best-fit model (lines) for seven lens samples. The blue and red circles represent the imaging-systematics-mitigated
projected 2PCFs wobs

p (rp |πmax = 50 h−1Mpc) and wobs
p (rp |πmax = 100 h−1Mpc), respectively. The blue and red lines are their corresponding best-fit model.

The ESD measurements (best-fit model) are shown as black circles (lines). The degree of freedom ν = 21 is simply calculated from the number of data
points Ndata = 25 minus the number of free parameters Npara = 4. Note that due to uncertain redshift distribution and limited source galaxies, the lensing
measurements in the highest three redshift bins (bottom row) are of less trustworthy.

[wobs(model)
p (πmax = 50 h−1Mpc), wobs(model)

p (πmax =

100 h−1Mpc), ∆Σobs(model)]. Within the scale cuts for clus-
tering rp = [8, 70] h−1Mpc, we have 9 data points for each
wobs

p (rp). For galaxy-galaxy lensing rp = [12, 70] h−1Mpc,
we have 7 data points. In total, each lens sample provides
Ndata = 25 data points. The corresponding 25×25 covariance
matrix, C, is obtained through Jackknife re-sampling method
with Njkf = 200. When inverting the covariance matrix, we
apply the Hartlap correction [79] (Njkf − Ndata − 2)/(Njkf − 1)
to account for the bias. Fig. 7 showcases the covariance ma-
trices for 4 out of 7 lens samples. To sample the posterior
distribution, we run affine-invariant ensemble samplers for
Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC, [80]) implemented in
the Python package emcee [81]. To minimize the influence
of the prior, we set an uninformative uniform prior distri-
bution for all parameters: Ωm ∼ [0.2, 0.6], σ8 ∼ [0.5, 1.1],
bg ∼ [0.5, 4.5], and logσz ∼ [−3,−1]. For each lens sample,
we run MCMC with 144 walkers and 30000 steps per walker
for a total of 4320000 model evaluations.

We use the integrated autocorrelation time (τ) provided
within the emcee to assess the convergence of the chains.
The basic idea of integrated autocorrelation time is to deter-
mine the steps required for the chains to be considered in-
dependent. The higher the number of effective independent
samples (Nchain/τ), the fewer sampling errors present in the
integrals computed using the MCMC results. A reliable esti-

mate is typically achieved when Nchain/τ > 50, which serves
as the default convergence criterion in the emcee. We re-
quire all MCMC chains to reach this convergence threshold.
In the end, we have verified that each parameter converges to
a fixed value after a certain number of iterations. For more
in-depth information on autocorrelation analysis and conver-
gence, we refer interested readers to this link 11) and the ref-
erence therein.

During the measurement of projected 2PCFs and galaxy-
galaxy lensing signals, we assume Planck 2018 cosmology
[22] to calculate distances between galaxies. However, at
high redshift (for example z > 0.5), the distance would
change significantly if a different value ofΩm were used. This
introduces a systematic bias when comparing the measure-
ments and models with varying Ωm. To address this issue,
we employ the mapping method provided by [82] to elimi-
nate the cosmological dependence of the measurements. In
other words, for each MCMC model evaluation, we scale the
model predictions to the Planck 2018 cosmology under which
measurements are performed.

5 Model Fitting Results

With the above parametrization, we model the clustering and
lensing measurements for each lens sample. The MCMC

11) https://emcee.readthedocs.io/en/stable/tutorials/autocorr/

https://emcee.readthedocs.io/en/stable/tutorials/autocorr/
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Figure 9 Cosmological parameters constraints from seven lens samples. The sample redshift is shown on the right. For each column, the filled circles are the
median values obtained from the marginalized posterior, and the thin and thick error bars denote the 68% and 95% credible intervals, respectively. In addition
to the median, we also plot the best-fit parameters. For comparisons, the vertical gray bands denote 68% credible intervals from Planck 2018 [22]. The light
blue band denotes S 8 = 0.84 ± 0.02, fitting with a constant S 8 in the first and third redshift bins. We note that the number changes to S 8 = 0.87 ± 0.01 if the
second and fourth bins were used.

chains of each sample have been checked to converge and
the posterior distributions of the model parameters are sum-
marized in Table 2.

In this section, we present our modeling results. We begin
by assessing the performance of the model through a com-
parison of the measurements and model predictions in sec-
tion 5.1. We then focus on the parameter constraints and the
derived parameters S 8 in Section 5.2. Finally, in Section 5.3,
we perform two robustness tests to validate our model as-
sumptions.

5.1 Observation versus model

Fig. 8 presents comparisons between measurements and
model predictions for projected 2PCFs and ESD. In general,
our best-fit models demonstrate reasonable agreement with
the measurements. The models perform better in fitting clus-
tering signals compared to lensing signals. Specifically, our
models effectively reproduce the clustering at small scales
and exhibit somewhat less accurate at larger scales. This
could be attributed to potential over- or under-correction of
imaging systematics mitigation. Further discussion on imag-
ing systematics mitigation can be found in section 6.1.

Due to limited source galaxies (zs > zl + 0.25), the lens-
ing measurements in the two highest redshift lens samples are
more uncertain than those in the lower redshift bins. While
for the redshift bin 0.5 < z < 0.7, the lensing measurements
seem to be sensitive to the source galaxies redshift distribu-
tion, as shown in Fig. A15. In summary, the lensing mea-
surements and the resulting cosmological parameters in the

three highest redshift bins are less reliable, but we still keep
the results for reference.

5.2 Cosmological parameter constraints

After marginalizing out the photo-z uncertainties and galaxy
bias, we present the constraints of the cosmological param-
eters σ8 and Ωm in Fig. 9. With increasing redshift, σ8 in-
creases, while Ωm decreases. This pattern probably stems
from the well-known degeneracy between these two param-
eters when combining clustering and galaxy-galaxy lensing
signals. Using the tomographic cross-correlation of DESI
LRG and Planck CMB lensing, [83] also observed an in-
crease in σ8 with lens redshift.

The combination of clustering and galaxy-galaxy lens-
ing demonstrates greater sensitivity to the derived structure
growth parameter S 8 ≡ σ8

√
Ωm/0.3, shown in Fig. 9. The

constraining power of S 8 appears to decrease with increasing
redshift, likely due to growing uncertainties in the lensing
measurements. The best-fit values of S 8 suggest a mild in-
crease trend with lens redshift, although with low statistical
significance. The rise S 8 implies either improvements needed
in measurements and modeling or new physics beyond the
standard ΛCDM model. Investigating the exact causes re-
quires careful control in our measurements and modeling.
The numerical values of the constraints are listed in Table 2.
Note that our constraints on the galaxy linear biases (∼ 1.3)
in the high redshift bins (z > 0.5) are somewhat lower than
LRG-like galaxies at similar redshift (∼ 2, see [36]). The
underestimation is probably related to the rising σ8 or S 8
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associated with the ESD measurements in the high redshift
bins where the uncertainties are relatively larger (see Ap-
pendix A2).
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Figure 10 Comparison of effective photo-z errors inferred from cluster-
ing (σz, y-axis) and color-redshift relation (σNMAD, x-axis) for seven lens
samples. The σz are marginalized posterior median values and the error bars
denote the 68% credible intervals (listed in Table 2). The normalized median
absolute deviation σNMAD is estimated from the black histograms in Fig. 4.
The symbol colors represent the redshift bin listed in the upper left corner.
The black dashed line is the “1:1” line. The σz is inferred from the large-
scale structure, while σNMAD is estimated from the galaxy color-magnitude
relation. These estimators utilize different information and therefore contain
different systematics. However, the good agreement suggests that our photo-
z Gaussian assumption is probably not too off.

When fitting with a constant S 8, we obtained S 8 = 0.84 ±
0.02 (S 8 = 0.87 ± 0.01), using the first (second) and third
(fourth) redshift bin. The combined constraint is consis-
tent with the Planck 2018 results within 1σ, but signifi-
cantly higher than latest weak lensing 3×2pt probes by 2-5σ,
i.e. DES-Y3 [84] (S 8 = 0.776 ± 0.017) , KiDS-1000 [23]
(S 8 = 0.766+0.02

−0.014), and HSC-Y3 [85] (S 8 = 0.775+0.043
−0.038). As

we mentioned, more systematic tests on our measurements
and modeling are needed before accessing the tensions be-
tween our constraints and results from weak lensing surveys.

5.3 Model tests

In order to model the projected 2PCFs measured with photo-
z, we make the assumption that the difference between the
lens galaxy’s photometric redshift and its true redshift follows
a Gaussian distribution. The width of this distribution repre-
sents the effective photo-z uncertainty for the lens samples.
By comparing the differences between two sets of 2PCFs
that integrate to two different light-of-sight depths πmax, we
can directly assess this uncertainty. Although Fig. 4 supports
our assumption, it is still very restrictive to assume the Gaus-

sian photo-z PDF. As a sanity test, we compare the effective
photo-z error derived from clustering (σz) with that derived
from the galaxy magnitude-color information (σNMAD) . The
σz is inferred from the large-scale structure, while σNMAD is
estimated based on the galaxy color-magnitude-redshift rela-
tion. These estimations utilize different information and each
have their own model assumptions, which may suffer differ-
ent systematic errors.

The comparison between two estimations of the photo-z
uncertainty is presented in Fig. 10. The small differences (on
the order of ∼ 0.001) suggest that our assumption of a Gaus-
sian photo-z distribution is likely not far off.

With our chosen model parameters, we can predict the pro-
jected 2PCFs for any integration depth. We compare the pre-
diction with measurements for integration depths that were
not used in the fitting. The comparison is presented in Fig. 11.
In general, our model predictions align reasonably well with
the measurements.

6 Discussions

In this section, we discuss possible caveats in our measure-
ments and modeling that may impact our final parameter con-
straints.

6.1 Possible caveats in clustering measurements and
modeling

The possible caveats in the clustering part lie in the following
procedures: imaging systematic correction, compensation for
photo-z outliers, and Gaussian photo-z PDF assumption.

In Section 2.4, we employ the well-developed code
regressis to mitigate spurious fluctuations in the lens sam-
ples. After correction, the lens samples no longer exhibit any
dependence on the imaging quantities (Fig. 5). We have also
verified that the corrected samples do not show correlation
with the imaging maps. However, recent research (e.g. [86])
suggests that the machine learning-based mitigation method
may excessively suppress clustering signals. To what ex-
tent the systematics correction would propagate to cosmo-
logical parameter constraints, we compare the inference with
and without imaging systematics correction in clustering, as
shown in Fig. 12.

As illustrated in Fig. 6, imaging correction has more sig-
nificant effects on the clustering amplitude at large scales
compared to small scales. This explains why Ωm changes
significantly with or without corrections since Ωm is more
sensitive to the overall shape of the matter power spectrum.
However, S 8 exhibits relatively small changes, indicating that
S 8 is probably more robust against systematics. Therefore,
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Figure 11 Model prediction VS. measured projected 2PCFs at different projection depths. The points are measurements with error bars from jackknife.
The solid curves are the predictions from best fit parameters. The bands are the [16th, 84th] percentile range of the predicted clustering signals. We scale the
measured 2PCFs by a factor of 1/(1 − η)2 to compensate for the missing clustering strength due to photo-z outliers.

obtaining accurate mitigation of imaging systematics is cru-
cial to determine the exact values of σ8 and Ωm. In principle,
it can be tested by applying regressis to realistic mock lens
samples, which will be carried out in future work.
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Figure 12 Comparison of cosmological parameters constraints with (blue,
fiducial) and without (orange) imaging systematics correction in the lens
sample.

When modeling the projected 2PCFs (see section 4.2), we
assume that the photo-z of most lens galaxies follow a Gaus-

sian distribution and that the rest a few percent of galaxies
(i.e. catastrophic outliers) have a randomly distributed photo-
z. The results shown in Figs. 4, 10 and 11 suggest that both
assumptions are likely not too bad for our lens galaxies, since
they are LRG-like galaxies with relatively reliable photo-z
measurements, though the derived linear bias is somewhat
lower than expected. However, a more sophisticated analy-
sis should incorporate photo-z bias, skewness, or kurtosis as
nuisance parameters to describe the shape of the photo-z dis-
tribution, which we plan to include in future studies.

To compensate for the clustering strength due to the ran-
dom distributed catastrophic outliers, we scale the model pre-
diction by a factor of (1 − η)2 in Eq. 20. The percentage
of catastrophic outliers, η, is estimated by re-weighting the
spectroscopic subsample to match the distribution of the pho-
tometric sample in the color-magnitude space. We use the k-
nearest neighbors method (kNN, [41]) to derive the weights,
where k = 1 is adopted in our case. However, determining
the exact number of neighbors for a fair estimation of η is
not trivial, and therefore the percentage of outliers may suf-
fer some uncertainty. It should be noted that the weights can
also be derived using other methods, for example, the self-
organizing map (SOM) method (e.g. [10]). During the fitting
process, we keep the outlier percentage η fixed, rather than
treating it as a nuisance parameter. The reason is that η is in
complete degeneracy with linear bias and σ8. Leaving it free
would significantly degrade the constraints. However, in our
approach, an incorrect estimate of η may lead to a biased σ8.
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The impact of outliers on cosmological constraints deserves
further investigation.

6.2 Possible caveats in lensing measurements and mod-
eling

We used a spec-z sample to estimate the correction for photo-
z dilution in ESD measurements. This sample is divided into
fine spec-z bins (∆z = 0.01) (Li et al. in prep.). The accu-
racy of recovery is limited by the size of the available spec-z
sample. For instance, at z ∼ 0.5, more than 20000 spec-
z galaxies are present in the footprint of our shear catalog,
while for the higher spec-z bins (z > 1), only a few thousand
spec-z galaxies are available. Therefore, the corrections for
the high-redshift bins are less precise than those for the lower-
redshift bins. We do not down-sample the spec-z galaxies due
to the limited sample volume. If a larger sample with tens of
millions of spec-z galaxies becomes available in the future,
the recovery accuracy can be improved. It is possible that
our correction for the photo-z dilution may still contain some
residual bias. To address this, we could introduce a nuisance
parameter for the photo-z bias of lens and source samples,
similar to what many Stage III weak lensing teams have done.
However, since this paper is mainly a demonstration and our
primary goal is not to reach the accuracy and precision of
cosmological parameters, we will leave this enhancement for
future research.

We have assessed the quality of our shear catalog by test-
ing the accuracy of shear recovery using field distortion sig-
nals, as presented in [60]. This allows us to detect any sys-
tematic errors in shear recovery as a function of the source
position on the focal plane, which can be caused by a vari-
ety of hardware-related effects, such as charge transfer inef-
ficiency [87, 88], CCD defects, residuals of flat field correc-
tions, tree rings [89, 90], etc. We identified some systematic
shear biases related to tree rings using the source catalog of
[36], but not with the catalog of [61], which contains two to
three times fewer sources. We are still investigating the rea-
son for this. In this work, we choose the latter for the lensing
measurement. To be compatible with the 2PCF analysis in
this work, the photometric redshifts of the sources are still
from [36], which covers more than 99% of the sources of
[61]. We will have a separate paper discussing the systemat-
ics in shear measurement in detail.

Table 2 lists a (residual) multiplicative bias for each source
sample, m, as one of the potential issues. This bias could
lead to a few percent error in the ESD measurements, ap-
proximately (1 + m). We did not take into account a cor-
rection for this as the value is consistent with zero within a
2σ level. With these multiplicative biases, the redshift evo-
lution of σ8 would be more pronounced than what is shown

in Fig. 9 given that ξgg ∝ b2
gσ

2
8 and ξgm ∝ bgσ

2
8. As other

Stage-III weak lensing teams have done, we could incorpo-
rate a nuisance parameter to account for this bias. However,
such a nuisance parameter would be in complete degeneracy
with linear galaxy bias and σ8, whose precision is largely de-
termined by the prior. We will leave such an improvement to
future work.

In the modeling part, we make some simplifications when
modeling the magnification bias ∆Σmag(rp) in Eq. 18. We ig-
nore the redshift uncertainty in both lens and source samples,
and instead approximate them with their mean redshift. Addi-
tionally, we use a fixed luminosity slope for the lens samples,
rather than allowing it to be a free parameter. These simplifi-
cations will have an effect on the estimation of cosmological
parameters, particularly at high redshifts.

7 Conclusions

We constrain the cosmological parameters Ωm and σ8 by
combining galaxy clustering and galaxy-galaxy weak lens-
ing. Previous studies have used either angular 2PCFs from
photometric lens samples or projected 2PCFs from spectro-
scopic lens samples for galaxy clustering. Both of these
methods are accurate. However, interpreting angular 2PCFs
can be difficult due to the degeneracy caused by different
modes, which can lead to similar angles. On the other hand,
projected 2PCF measurements from spectroscopic redshift
surveys are limited by Poisson noise and cosmic variance,
particularly at high redshifts.

In this study, we use the DESI Legacy Imaging Surveys
Data Release 9, which covers an area of approximately 10000
square degrees and spans the redshift range of [0.1, 0.9], to
recover the intrinsic projected 2PCFs wp(rp) and measure the
galaxy-galaxy weak lensing signals (ESDs, ∆Σ(rp)) for lens
samples. We assume that the photometric redshift of our lens
galaxies follows a Gaussian PDF with respect to their true
redshift and divide them into seven approximately volume-
limited samples. We then model the observables with the
minimal bias model in the context of a flat ΛCDM cosmol-
ogy, using conservative scale cuts of rp > 8 and 12 h−1Mpc
for wp(rp) and ∆Σ(rp), respectively. The extensive lens and
source galaxies provide us with highly precise measurements
of clustering and weak lensing, allowing us to obtain a tight
constraint of the cosmological parameters for each lens sam-
ple.

The main results can be summarized as follows.

• To make sure that the photo-z of lens galaxies follows a
Gaussian distribution, we first created a sample of bright and
red galaxies whose photo-z have been thoroughly tested and
modeled as Gaussian in [36]. We then compared the distri-
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butions of galaxy photo-z to their true redshifts in weighted
spectroscopic subsamples that were similar to the photomet-
ric sample in terms of color and magnitude distribution. We
found that the distributions were very similar to Gaussian dis-
tributions, although there was a small bias of approximately
0.001 (Fig. 4). Finally, the success in predicting projected
2PCFs at different projection lengths (Fig. 11) and the con-
sistency in photo-z uncertainties derived from clustering and
from the color-redshift relation (Fig. 10) further confirmed
our assumption.

• The wealth of lenses and sources makes it possible to
make highly accurate measurements of clustering and lens-
ing signals (as shown in Figure 8). This should help enable a
strong constraint on cosmological parameters.

• After marginalizing out the photo-z uncertainty and the
linear galaxy bias, both Ωm and σ8 show a strong evolution
with redshift, while the derived parameter–structure growth
parameter S 8— shows a mild redshift enhancement depen-
dence with low significance (see Fig. 9). This trend reveals
the strong degeneracy between Ωm and σ8 and emphasizes
the greater robustness of S 8 against systematics. The con-
straining power is found to be limited by the accuracy of the
lensing measurements, as the precision of galaxy clustering
measurements is close to the one percent level (see Fig. 8).

• We compare our S 8 constraints with those obtained
from Planck 2018 CMB in Fig. 9. At lower redshifts, our con-
straints agree with Planck, while at higher redshifts, our best-
fit values tend to be higher than those of other studies, though
with larger errors. When combining (non-overlapping) low
redshift samples to fit a constant value of S 8, we find that
our S 8 = 0.84 ± 0.02 is in line with the Planck within 1σ.
This value is much higher than the constraints from the latest
3 × 2pt analysis of weak lensing surveys by ∼ 2 − 5σ.

• Our method has been shown to be in broad agreement
with the canonical values of S 8. However, further improve-
ments in measurements and modeling (as discussed in Sec-
tion 6) are necessary to increase the precision and accuracy
of our final constraints.

It is currently quite difficult to draw a firm conclusion that
the redshift-evolution of σ8, Ωm and S 8 were not caused by
the systematics. However, if these trends turn out to be true, it
might indicate that the underlying cosmology is not LCDM.
To verify this trend, one approach is to address the system-
atics as other weak lensing teams have done. An alternative
is to use galaxy groups/clusters (e.g. constructed from DR9
[34]) for the analysis (H.Xu et al. in prep.), which in general
suffers less from various systematics. The photo-z of groups
with a few member galaxies is usually more reliable than that
of individual galaxies. Additionally, the linear bias of galaxy
groups/clusters can be obtained directly from the halo mass

function (e.g. [91]), which will help to strengthen the con-
straints.
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Appendix

A1 Red lens samples

In section 2.2, we describe the construction of luminosity-bin
volume-limited lens samples. In this appendix, we describe
how to select out red galaxies that make our lens samples.

Following the color division practices at low redshift, we
plot the color-magnitude diagram for luminoisty-bin volume-
limited samples, shown in Fig. A13. In all samples, the con-
tours present two distinct galaxy populations: a tight red se-
quence and a lose blue cloud. This feature allows us to di-
vide the galaxy into red and blue subsamples by the following
equation,
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Figure A13 Color-magnitude diagram in luminoisty-bin volume-limited samples shown in Fig. 2. The redshift and luminosity information is indicated in
the legend of each panel. The y-axis is the K-corrected (to z = 0.5) color M0.5

r − M0.5
z and the x-axis z-band absolute magnitude M0.5

z − 5 log h. To expedite
plotting, we randomly draw 50,000 galaxies from each volume-limited sample. The 2D histograms show the galaxy number counts per magnitude per color,
i.e. d2Ngal/d(M0.5

z − 5 log h)/d(M0.5
r − M0.5

z ). The red contours offer a cleaner view of density variation in color-magnitude diagram. The green solid lines
(Eq.a1) divide the luminosity samples into red and blue subsamples, accounting for the both dependence on luminosity and redshift. We estimate the slope of
green solid lines from the red sequence (green dashed line) of redshift bin 0.4 < zphoto < 0.6.

where M0.5
r −5 log h is the K-corrected (to z = 0.5) r-band ab-

solute magnitude. The color M0.5
r − M0.5

z seems to work well
for the division of blue and red subsamples. It might due to
the fact that the 4000 Å break moves to r-band at z ∼ 0.5,
where the K-correction is performed. Note that at relatively
high redshift, dust would make galaxies appear red, though
they might be star-forming. We would ignore this complica-
tion for this .

A2 Systematic test in Galaxy-Galaxy lensing measure-
ment

In Fig.A14, we present the B mode of the lens sample and the
ESDs measured from the random catalog as the validation of
our ESD measurements. All results are consistent with zero

within a 2σ level. The scatter of B mode of high redshift
samples is larger than that of the low redshift samples, due to
the photo-z quality.

To see how sensitive our ESD measurements to the photo-
z quality of source galaxies, we choose a larger lens-source
photo-z separation, ∆z = 0.35, to re-measure the ESDs of
lens samples, shown in Fig. A15. We find that ESDs mea-
sured with such a larger lens-source photo-z separation do
not behave statistically different compared to the fidual mea-
surements (except in the bin 0.5 < zphoto < 0.7). The rea-
son is probably that the photo-z scatter of source galaxies is
much smaller than the fiducial separation (∆z = 0.25), which
suggests that our fiducial cut is probably safe to prevent the
dilution from the foreground or member galaxies.
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Figure A14 The B mode (blue) from lens sample and the ESDs measured around the random (red).
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Figure A15 The comparsion of ESD measurements with a different lens-sources photo-z separation. The ESDs measured with a larger lens-sources photo-z
separation (∆z = 0.35, red) is statistically consistent with the fiducial measurements (∆z = 0.25, blue) within 1σ, excpet for the bin 0.5 < zphoto < 0.7.
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